STRATEGIC THINKING IN PUBLIC GOODS GAMES WITH TEAMSa
CALEB A. COXb AND BROCK STODDARD c

A BSTRACT. We experimentally investigate motives for cooperation by studying team play and team
chat logs in public goods games. Subjects are matched into teams of two, and each team makes a
single joint decision in each period. We compare the teams with individuals under both Partners and
Strangers matching protocols, using team chat logs to better understand how subjects perceive and
reason about the game. We find teams and individuals to be similar in overall cooperation. However,
we find stronger initial cooperation and more pronounced endgame effects among teams. While we
find little difference in overall cooperation between Partners and Strangers, we find that Partners
discuss future cooperation, but not past outcomes, more frequently than Strangers. Overall, we find
the main drivers of cooperation to be repeated game effects and limited backward induction. We
also find some evidence of confusion, and but surprisingly little evidence of pro-social preference as
a driver of contribution.
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I I NTRODUCTION
Voluntary provision of public goods has long been a key topic of interest in experimental economics and in social science more generally (Ledyard 1995, Chaudhuri 2011). Team decision making
is widespread in many such social dilemmas in the field. Families contribute to public goods such
as churches, charities, and neighborhood watch efforts. On a larger scale, firms, non-profit organizations, and governments contribute to public goods such as disaster relief projects and pollution
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abatement. Despite the prevalence of team decisions, however, the experimental economics literature focuses largely on individuals. A number of studies in experimental social psychology have
found groups to be less cooperative than individuals in a variety of contexts, such as the finitelyrepeated prisoner’s dilemma (Wilschut and Insko 2007 survey this literature). However, team
decision making in social dilemmas is not yet well understood. A central issue in the public goods
literature is why players (individuals or teams) cooperate at all in cases where there is a strong
incentive to free ride. While significant progress has been made in examining potential drivers of
cooperative behavior, such as social preferences and confusion, this research has largely focused
on individuals rather than teams.
We present an experiment to investigate the motivations of teams for cooperation in public
goods games. We employ the method of examining team chat logs, which has recently been used
to achieve significant insight in other contexts such as the finitely-repeated prisoner’s dilemma
(Kagel and McGee 2016), signaling games (Cooper and Kagel 2005), legislative bargaining (Bradfield and Kagel 2015), and ultimatum bargaining (Arkes et al. 2015). In our setup, each player in
a group is a team of two subjects who make a single joint decision in each period. Team members
communicate with one another via text chat, but communication with others in the same group is
not permitted. Team members have identical payoffs so their incentives are aligned, motivating
them to work together to form a profitable strategy.1 By examining the chat logs among team
members, it is possible to better understand how subjects perceive and reason about public goods
games, and what motivates them to contribute despite the incentive to free ride.
We compare team play in public goods games to a baseline individual-play treatment to examine whether playing in teams affects behavior. We also consider the random-matching (Strangers)
and fixed-matching (Partners) cases. By comparing team chat logs in Partners and Strangers
treatments, our experiment yields new insights on how motivations for contribution vary with
repeated interaction. In this way, our experiment is closely related to the literature comparing
Partners and Strangers in public goods games (summarized in Andreoni and Croson 2008) as well
as the much broader literature on cooperation and free-riding in social dilemmas (Ostrom 2000).
Our results show behavior is largely similar between individuals and teams. However, teams
display stronger initial cooperation and more pronounced endgame effects. The analysis of team
chat logs shows surprisingly little evidence of pro-social preferences as a driver of contributions.
We find much stronger concern about repeated game effects. Furthermore, while Partners and
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Note that there is no incentive to free ride within a team. Instead, team members incentives are perfectly aligned
as a way to incentivize them to truthfully discuss strategy and preferences within the team. Thus, the team play
we propose differs from the team play examined in intergroup competitions with intragroup incentives to free ride
(Rapoport and Bornstien 1987, and Hargreaves Heap et al. 2015).
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Strangers are similar in their average contributions and similar in their discussions of past outcomes, evidence suggests significantly greater concern for repeated game effects among Partners.
Discussion of backward induction is limited in general, and the discussions that do occur are
mostly contained in the last couple decision periods of the game. Finally, we also find evidence
that confusion may play a role in driving contribution.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews the related literature. Section III details the experimental design and procedures. Section IV presents the results of the experiment.
Section V concludes. The Appendices contain additional analyses and experimental instructions.
II R ELATED L ITERATURE
Many studies examine potential motivations for voluntary contribution to public goods, and cooperation in social dilemmas more generally. Various forms of social preferences such as altruism
and warm glow have used to explain voluntary contribution (see e.g. Andreoni 1990, Goeree et al.
2002, Crumpler and Grossman 2008). Studies on repeated game effects compare fixed Partners
matching with random Strangers matching, finding mixed results (Andreoni 1988, Croson 1996,
Andreoni and Croson 2008, Cox and Stoddard 2015).2 Yamakawa et al. (2016) find repeated game
effects to be the primary driver of contribution using a two-player game with a detailed payoff table, with confusion taking a smaller role. Several other experiments, including Andreoni (1995),
Houser and Kurzban (2002), and Shapiro (2009) examine the extent to which confusion rather
than social preferences drives contribution in public goods games, finding that half or more of all
contribution may be explained by confusion. While social preferences, confusion, and repeated
game effects all seem potentially important in public goods games, further study is needed to better understand why subjects contribute. Furthermore, most studies of motives for contribution
have focused on individuals, despite the fact that many interesting real-world settings involve
contribution decisions made by teams.
Several studies in the psychology literature compare individuals with teams in the prisoner’s
dilemma game, including Insko et al. (1988), Insko and Schopler (1992), Bornstein and BenYossef (1994), and Morgan and Tindale (2002). As summarized in Wildschut and Insko (2007),
these studies tend to find teams are less cooperative than individuals. Kagel and McGee (2016)
study team play in a series of finitely-repeated prisoner’s dilemmas and also find that teams
are less cooperative than individuals in early supergames, but find the opposite result in later
2

Public goods games with Partners matching typically involve a finitely-repeated game, which in the standard theoretical context should not create repeated game effects. However, related studies on the finitely-repeated prisoner’s
dilemma such as Selten and Stoecker (1986), Andreoni and Miller (1993), Cox et al. (2015), and Kagel and McGee
(2016) suggest repeated game effects arise nonetheless due to a failure of backward induction.
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supergames. As in our study, Kagel and McGee analyze team chats in depth, finding early cooperation is primarily motivated by a belief that it will encourage future cooperation, while early
defection is motivated by concern that the other player will defect. They also find that subjects
are aware, either initially or once mutual cooperation begins, the opponent is likely to defect near
the end of the game. However, a failure to realize that the opponent is thinking the same about
them prevents complete unraveling of cooperation. While there are some similarities between
the finitely-repeated prisoner’s dilemma and the public goods game, the public goods game can
lead to more complex social norms when players make non-binary decisions in groups with more
than two players (Isaac and Walker, 1988b). Furthermore, our experiment allows us to compare
motives for cooperation with and without repeated interaction and to explore indications of social
preferences in team chat logs, which were not emphasized in Kagel and McGee’s study.
Other recent experiments have further examined team behavior in related social dilemma settings. Cason et al. (2014) study the effect of prior social interaction on cooperation in a one-shot
prisoner’s dilemma between teams, finding that a preplay coordination game and preplay communication increase cooperation. Cason and Mui (2015) find little difference between individual
behavior and team behavior in a repeated coordinated resistance game. In a study closely related to ours, Kamei (2015) compares individuals and two-person teams in a two-player public
goods game, finding greater cooperation among teams when teams members know each others’
identities. In other treatments where team members do not know each other’s identities (as in
our study and Kagel and McGee 2016), Kamei finds teams are more cooperative with Partners
matching, but not with Strangers matching. Unlike our study, analysis of team chat logs is not a
focus of Kamei’s paper.3
A number of experiments have compared individual behavior with team behavior in a variety
of other settings, including dictator games (Cason and Mui 1997; Luhan et al. 2009), ultimatum
games (Bornstein and Yaniv 1998; Arkes et al. 2015), trust games (Cox 2002; Kugler et al. 2007),
monopoly pricing (Davis and Harless, 1996), beauty contest games (Kocher and Sutter, 2005), and
coordination games (Feri et al., 2010). Summaries of these studies generally conclude that team
decisions tend to be more rational and more self-interested than individual decisions (Charness
and Sutter 2012; Kugler et al. 2012). Sutter et al. (2013) compared individuals with teams in
a variety of normal form games, finding that team behavior is more strategically sophisticated
compared to individual behavior.
3

Another important difference between our study and Kamei (2015) is that Kamei’s two-player game necessitates
individual-level feedback, while our three-player design employs aggregate-level feedback, where each player is informed of the total contribution by all other players, but not the individual contributions of each other player. While
results on the role of feedback in social dilemma experiments are mixed, a number of studies suggest that this design
feature could be important (e.g. Sell and Wilson 1991; Kreitmair 2015; Van der Heijden and Moxnes 1999; Carpenter
2004, Cox and Stoddard 2015).
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Finally, our experiment is also related to the literature examining communication in socialdilemma experiments (Isaac and Walker, 1988a; Ostrom et al., 1992; Bochet et al., 2006). Communication in these experiments is between rival players within a group, and typically increases
cooperation. The electronic communication in this experiment is between team members who
make one joint decision. Importantly, subjects who are on different teams cannot communicate
with each other.
III E XPERIMENTAL D ESIGN AND P ROCEDURES
All experimental sessions were conducted at the University of South Dakota between Spring semester 2014 and Spring semester 2015. Undergraduate subjects from a wide range of disciplines
were recruited from classrooms. At the beginning of each session, subjects read a set of instructions, which were then summarized publicly. After reading the instructions, subjects took a postinstruction quiz and were not allowed to continue until all answers were correct. Subjects made
all decisions on computers in private. All sessions were programmed and conducted in z-Tree
(Fischbacher, 2007). Full instructions are included in the appendices.
The experiment used a standard linear public goods game setup with three players in each
group. Each player began with an endowment of 80 tokens in a private account. Any number
from 0 to 80 tokens could be moved to a group account. Each token moved to the group account
was multiplied by 2.25 and divided equally among the 3 group members (so that the marginal
per capita return is 0.75). At the end of a period, the players earned equal shares of the group
account plus any tokens remaining in their own private accounts. Furthermore, subjects were
given feedback in each period about the total contribution in their group and their own payoff for
the round.
Tokens were converted to currency at a rate of 100 tokens to 1 US dollar (or 1 token to 1 US
cent). In team play treatments, these numbers represent the payoffs for each team member, and
team members always receive identical payoffs. For example, if a team earned 100 tokens in a
given period, then both team members received 1 US dollar in payment for that period.
The experiment includes two treatment variables with two levels each in a 2-by-2 design. We
consider team vs. individual play and Partners vs. Strangers matching across 15 decision periods.
The number of periods was publicly announced, and each subject’s computer screen displayed the
current period and total number of periods throughout all decision periods of the experiment. In
the individual treatment with Partners matching, each player made a private decision in each
period and the group of three players remained fixed throughout all 15 decision periods. In the
individual treatment with Strangers matching, each player made a private decision in each period and the group of three players was randomly re-matched before every decision period. At the
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conclusion of each decision period, each player received information regarding aggregate contributions in his/her group and his/her own earnings for that period.
In team treatments, two subjects were anonymously matched together and made one joint
contribution decision each period. Importantly, subjects could not send or receive messages with
subjects not on their team. Furthermore, teams always remained fixed throughout the experiment
in both Partners and Strangers conditions, so that random re-matching in the Strangers condition
refers to the matching of two-subject teams into groups of three teams (six subjects) each. In each
decision period, subjects on the same team could send free-form chat messages to each other for
up to 180 seconds.4 Within this time limit, both team members were required to agree on and
enter the same contribution choice. If a team failed to do so within 180 seconds, the computer
assigned a random contribution.5
After analyzing the data from pilot sessions for team-stranger and team-individual treatments,
we were concerned by what may have been confusion on part of the subjects. In an attempt to minimize possible confusion, all other team sessions, as well as additional individual sessions, were
conducted with revised instructions that provide more information about group and individual
maximum and minimum earnings (see Isaac et al. (1994), Saijo and Nakamura (1995), and Ferraro and Vossler (2010)). Not finding significant differences in average contributions and chat
messages in the team treatments, the pilot sessions are pooled with all other sessions to increase
sample size.6 Table I lists each treatment and summarizes its design.
Table I. Design information for treatments.
Treatment

Sessions

Independent Groups

Teams

Subjects(Men/Women)

Team-Strangers (TS)

5

5

51

102 (46/56)

Team-Partners (TP)

5

11

33

66 (36/30)

Individual-Strangers (IS)

4

4

—

57 (17/40)

Individual-Partners (IP)

3

18

—

54 (24/30)

Hypotheses
Team chat logs were coded into categories by research assistants. Such categories include references to issues such as other-regarding preferences, profit maximization, concern for future
cooperation, and anticipation of endgame effects. These codes categorizing the chat logs are used
4

Subjects were prohibited from revealing their identities or personal information in chat messages.
Such occurrences are very rare in the experimental data (5 instances in 1,260 observations) and, based on accompanying chat, appear to be primarily accidental.
6
Differences in extreme behavior (free-riding and full cooperation) in individual treatments with different matching
and instructions are examined in Cox and Stoddard, 2015
5
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as explanatory variables for contribution and free-riding in the public goods games. Furthermore,
the raw chat logs are examined closely by the authors to explore any unexpected motivations for
contribution or free-riding. We also compare the behavior of teams with that of individuals to
check the degree to which playing in teams may itself affect strategic choices.
We focus on the following hypotheses. Hypotheses 1-5 concern behavior within an individual
period, and thus apply to Partners and Strangers.
Hypothesis 1 (Other-Regarding Preferences). Subjects contribute because of other-regarding
preferences.
Hypothesis 2 (Confusion). Subjects contribute because they misunderstand the game.
A central question is why people contribute at all despite the free-riding incentive. Two simple
explanations are that subjects care about others or that subjects are confused about the incentives
they face. Our design allows us to investigate these explanations directly by examining team chat
logs. After observing the frequency with which teams discuss pro-social motivations, and we also
examine whether chat logs betray a lack of understanding of the game.
Hypothesis 3 (Free-Riding for Profit). Subjects free ride for monetary gain.
Hypothesis 4 (Free-Riding for Safety). Subjects free ride because they fear that others might
free ride as well.
There are competing reasons why subjects might choose to free ride. The “obvious” reason is to
increase their own monetary payoff. However, free-riding might also be motivated by a fear that
others could free ride as well. If subjects perceive the game as a coordination game (either due
to confusion or social preferences), then they might contribute, but only if they are confident that
others will do so as well. By examining team chat logs, we can observe the relative prevalence of
these motivations for free-riding.
Hypothesis 5 (Team Effect). Individuals are more cooperative than teams.
As previously discussed, a number of social psychology and economics experiments found individuals to be more cooperative than groups in environments such as the prisoners’ dilemma. In
general, groups are more likely than individuals to play the dominant strategy in games with a
unique, socially-inefficient dominant strategy equilibrium (Charness and Sutter (2012)). By comparing teams with individuals, we can test whether these previous findings extend to the public
goods environment in Partners and Strangers settings.
Hypotheses 6-10 concern behavior across multiple periods in the Partners setting.
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Hypothesis 6 (Future Concern). Among Partners, subjects contribute to encourage future contribution by others.
Hypothesis 7 (Reputation). Among Partners, subjects build and exploit a reputation for contributing.
Hypothesis 8 (Backward Induction). Among Partners, subjects use backward induction.
Perhaps the most important difference between the Partners and Strangers settings is that
with Partners, future interactions may create a concern to encourage future cooperation. While
this effect should not matter in the Nash equilibrium for the finitely-repeated case, in practice
subjects may fail to use backward induction or may perceive the game as a repeated coordination
game with many equilibria. We can examine whether team chat logs in the Partners setting reveal
concern for future cooperation, such as in the Isaac et al. (1994) model of signaling willingness
to cooperate in the future. Similarly, we can study reputation-building and plans to exploit a
reputation in late periods of the game, similar to the model of Kreps et al. (1982). Cooper et al.
(1996) develop models of altruism and reputation, similar to Kreps et al. (1982), and test the
models experimentally in finitely repeated prisoner’s dilemmas. Neither model accurately predicts
the levels of cooperation they observe. Cooper et al. (1996) note they cannot explain the differences
between observed and predicted behavior in part because “optimal actions depend on beliefs which
we do not observe.” By examining chat logs, we may gain a better understanding of subjects’
beliefs. Furthermore, we can observe whether subjects use backward induction, perhaps near the
end of the experiment, if not from the first period.
Hypothesis 9 (Positive Reciprocity). Among Partners, subjects contribute to reciprocate others’
past contributions.
Hypothesis 10 (Negative Reciprocity). Among Partners, subjects free ride to reciprocate others’
past free-riding.
In addition to unconditional pro-social motivations, subjects may have reciprocal preferences
which might drive contribution and free-riding in the Partners setting. We can investigate the
prevalence of such concerns in team chat logs.
IV R ESULTS
The results from the experiment are discussed in two subsections. The first subsection examines
the cooperation levels, proportion of free riders, and the proportion of full cooperators. The second
subsection examines the chat logs of team members. The treatments are identified by individual or team players and the matching mechanism. For brevity in the discussion of the results,
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treatments will be referred to by the acronyms listed in Table I. For example, the Team-Strangers
treatment will be referred to as TS.
Cooperation Decisions: Individuals vs. Teams
Figure I displays the path of average individual/team-level cooperation for each treatment. There
is more decay in average cooperation across decision periods for teams than there is for individuals. Holding constant individual or team players, there does not appear to be differences between
matching mechanisms except in the last period. Cooperation spikes in the last period of Strangers
treatments, more prominently so with teams. Table II reports means and standard deviations of
cooperation across all periods 7. Average cooperation is similar across treatments, though higher
with team choices compared to individual choices. In particular, holding the matching mechanism
constant, Wilcoxon ranksum tests show the difference between cooperation of teams and individuals in the first period is significant. However, differences in teams’ average cooperation across
all periods are not significant.8

Figure I. Average Cooperation Over Time

7

An independent observation for treatments with Partners matching is a group of three teams. An independent
observation for treatments with Strangers matching is a session of several teams.
8
The unit of analysis for Wilcoxon ranksum tests of first-period cooperation is individual/team. Across all periods,
tests reveal similar results when individual/team is the unit of analysis.
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Table II. Summary Statistics
Treatment

Average

Standard Deviation

Team-Strangers (TS)

36.02

(14.10), N=5

Team-Partners (TP)

37.58

(16.97), N=11

Individual-Strangers (IS)

33.22

(8.60), N=4

Individual-Partners (IP)

32.80

(20.33), N=18

Wilcoxon Ranksum

Across all Periods

First period

TS vs. TP

p=0.610, N=16

p=0.795, N=84

IS vs. IP

p=0.865, N=22

p=0.763, N=111

TS vs. IS

p=0.807, N=9

p=0.011, N=108

TP vs. IP

p=0.637, N=29

p=0.009, N=87

An independent observation in Strangers treatments
is a session average. An independent observation in
Partners treatments is a three-player group average.

Table III reports three multilevel panel regressions that allow for analysis of cooperation choices
controlling for correlation within individuals and within groups or sessions.9 Multilevel models
have random effects at two levels. Teams or individuals is the first level. The second level in
Model 1 with only Partners data is a group of three teams. The second level in Model 2 with only
Strangers data is a session. The second level in Model 3 that pools all four treatments is split, a
group for Partners data and a session for Strangers data. The independent variables in Models
1 and 2 are a treatment indicator for teams, a male gender variable, an interaction of the teams
and male indicators, a time-trend variable, and the one-period lagged average cooperation of other
group members 10. Because teams are made up of two subjects, the male gender variable has three
possible values, 0 for individual females or teams with two females, 0.5 for teams with one male
and one female, and 1 for individual males or teams with two males.
In each model, lagged average cooperation of others and the time trend of cooperation are significant and their coefficients have signs consistent with previous linear public goods studies. In
Model 1 with Partners, there is not a significant difference between teams and individuals, Team
and Male*Team coefficients (p-value=0.404 & 0.379, respectively). For individual choices, cooperation decisions for males are significantly greater than females, Male coefficient (p-value=0.036).
In Model 2 with Strangers, there is not a significant team treatment effect for females, Team coefficient (p-value=0.280). However, there is a significant team treatment effect for teams with at
least one male. For individual choices, cooperation decisions for males are significantly greater
9

See Frechette (2012) for a discussion of these correlation issues and Moffatt (2016) on the use of multilevel models
in this context.
10
Lagged cooperation decisions of others influence contributions to public goods and control for feedback effects (Ashley et al. 2010, Frechette 2012)
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Table III. Team vs. Individual Regressions: Average Cooperation
Partners Strangers Pooled
Model 1 Model 2
Model 3
Independent Variables
Coeff.
Coeff.
Coeff.
Constant
23.47*** 29.64***
26.25***
(4.09)
(4.64)
(3.76)
Lagged Other Coop
0.32***
0.18***
0.22***
(0.04)
(0.03)
(0.02)
Team
5.98
7.34
8.53
(7.16)
(6.80)
(6.26)
Strangers
——2.23
——(5.69)
Strangers × Team
——-3.30
——(8.28)
Male
9.97**
16.91***
13.30***
(4.75)
(5.79)
(3.82)
Male × Team
-8.89
-18.66**
-13.12*
(10.11)
(9.64)
(7.00)
Period
-0.68*** -0.87***
-0.79***
(0.13)
(0.12)
(0.09)
Standard errors are in parentheses.
Multilevel models with Partners (Strangers) data have random effects for teams/individuals and group (session).
Using 2-tailed tests, ***, **, and * indicate significance at the 1%,
5%, and 10% levels.
Model 1: N=1218; Model 2: N=1512; Model 3: N=2730

than females, Male coefficient (p-value=0.004). However, for team choices, cooperation decisions
decrease significantly as the male composition increases, Male*Team coefficient (p-value=0.053).
Model 3 that pools Partners and Strangers data supports the general conclusions from Models 1
and 2.
Result 1. Contrary to the common result from psychology that teams are less cooperative than
individuals, teams are initially more cooperative than individuals. Across all periods, Hypothesis
5 (Team Effect) is not supported for Partners matching, cooperation decisions are not significantly different between individuals and teams. However, Hypothesis 5 is partially supported
for Strangers matching. Cooperation decisions for teams with more males are significantly lower
than individual male cooperation decisions. Cooperation decisions for individual females are not
significantly different than teams with all female members.
Extreme Behavior: Individuals vs. Teams
Previous research indicates average cooperation can mask a large degree of variation in cooperation decisions (Cox and Stoddard 2015). Some of the variation is caused by extreme behavior of
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subjects, free-riding and full cooperation. Figure II displays the path of the proportion of complete
free riders (coop=0 tokens) for each treatment. The proportions are not different until the final
periods, where the proportion of free riders in team treatments increase more sharply than individual treatments. Table IV reports the proportions of free riders across all periods and the final
period. Across all periods with Strangers, there is a higher proportion of free riders with teams
than individuals. In the final period, there is a greater proportion of free riders with teams, the
highest proportion (of over 50%) with Partners.

Figure II. Proportion of Free-Riding
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Table IV. Proportion of Free-Riding
Treatment

All Periods

Period 15

Team-Strangers (TS)

17.91%, N=765

41.18%, N=51

Team-Partners (TP)

13.54%, N=495

51.52%, N=33

Individual-Strangers (IS)

10.64%, N=855

17.54%, N=57

Individual-Partners (IP)

13.46%, N=810

29.63%, N=54

χ2

Across all Periods

Last period

TS vs. TP

p=0.329, N=1260

p=0.413, N=84

IS vs. IP

p=0.607, N=1665

p=0.206, N=111

TS vs. IS

p=0.144, N=1620

p=0.038, N=108

TP vs. IP

p=0.989, N=1305

p=0.095, N=87

2

χ tests with clustering adjustment at the group level for Partners

and at the session level for Strangers (Rao and Scott 1981, 1984;
Sribney 1998). Under the null, there should be no difference in the
frequency of a free-riding across matching mechanisms or team vs.
individual decisions.

A group’s total payoff is maximized when each individual member fully cooperates (coop=80
tokens). Figure III displays the path of the proportion of full cooperators for each treatment. In
the first period there is a greater proportion of full cooperators with teams than individuals. The
proportions are not different during the intermediate periods. However, in the final period of
individual and team treatments with Strangers, the proportion of full cooperators spikes. Table
V reports the proportions of full cooperators across all periods and the final period. Across all
periods, there is a higher proportion of full cooperators with teams than individuals, particularly
so with Strangers. In the final period, the highest proportion of full cooperators is in the TS
treatment.
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Figure III. Proportion of Full Cooperation

Table V. Proportion of Full Cooperation
Treatment

All Periods

Period 15

Team-Strangers (TS)

21.83%, N=765

23.53%, N=51

Team-Partners (TP)

18.38%, N=495

12.12%, N=33

Individual-Strangers (IS)

10.06%, N=855

12.28%, N=57

Individual-Partners (IP)

17.04%, N=810

16.67%, N=54

2

χ

Across all Periods

Last period

TS vs. TP

p=0.757, N=1260

p=0.182, N=84

IS vs. IP

p=0.264, N=1665

p=0.589, N=111

TS vs. IS

p=0.103, N=1620

p=0.228, N=108

TP vs. IP

p=0.896, N=1305

p=0.563, N=87

χ2 tests with clustering adjustment at the group level for Partners

and at the session level for Strangers (Rao and Scott 1981, 1984;
Sribney 1998). Under the null, there should be no difference in
the frequency of a full cooperation across matching mechanisms or
team vs. individual decisions.
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Chat Log Contents
Table VI reports chat categories for chat messages between team members. Most chat categories
were pre-specified and directly related to one or more hypotheses, or placeholders for idle/absent
chat. For instance, “PrivOpt” and “Coord” meant to capture how subjects view the stage game incentives, while categories like “Future” and “Endgame” are intended to address strategies similar
to those described in Kreps et al. (1982). However, the chat code “GoBig” was added after reading
chat logs from pilot sessions and finding several teams discussing large increases in contribution
apparently based on curiosity or for fun. Note that coding is that the level of a team in a period.
Also note that most chat categories are not mutually exclusive, and multiple categories could be
coded for a given team in a given period.
Following the preliminary analysis of pilot chat logs by the co-authors, three research assistants (RAs) were involved in coding all team sessions. The first two RAs were an undergraduate
student from VCU majoring in economics and a graduate student from USD majoring in Accounting. After being instructed how to code the chat messages, the RAs coded the chat for one
Partners and one Strangers session. The RAs then each met with a co-author to review his/her
codes. Afterwards, the RAs coded the remaining sessions. Following the completion of the coding process, the first two RAs codes agreed approximately 93% of the time, and the Cohen’s κ
measure of inter-rater reliability showed fair agreement or better (κ>0.2) for most categories (Cohen 1960, Landis and Koch 1977). Categories with weaker agreement were mainly those coded
very infrequently, such as discussing 2nd order beliefs. However, there were enough instances of
disagreement between the first two RAs that a third RA, an undergraduate student from VCU
majoring in economics, was assigned to arbitrate. The third RA was the tie-breaker for cases of
disagreement by the first two RAs, entering codes only in such cases. In the chat code data used
in our analysis, a chat category is coded if (a) both of the first two RAs coded it, or (b) one of the
first two RAs coded it and the third RA agreed.11

11As a robustness check, we redid the analysis coding each category whenever either of the first two RAs coded it.

The main results remain similar using this alternative method.
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Table VI. Chat Codes & Definitions
Social and Emotional Motives
ProSocial

Explicit desire to be kind/fair/helpful

Guilt

Explicitly feeling bad for contributing little or contributing more to avoid feeling bad

Anger

Explicit negative emotions in response to low contribution by others

GoBig

Choosing a big number for fun or curiosity
Perception

PrivOpt

Perceiving that positive contributions are privately optimal (regardless of others’ contributions)

Coord

Perceiving that contributing is optimal conditional on others contributing (a coordination
game)
Strategic and Self-Interested Motives

Future

Trying to encourage others to contribute more in the future (or avoid causing others to con-

Endgame

Anticipating a change in play in (or near) the last period

Selfish

Intentional free-riding in the hope that others will contribute

Safety

Concern that others will not contribute in the current period, so lower own contributions

AdjustUp

Contributing more because others have done so or because of past payoffs

AdjustDown

Contributing less because others have done so or because of past payoffs

tribute less)

Changing Behavior

Discussing Others
OthersPast

Talking about what others have done in the past

OthersFuture

Trying to anticipate what others will do

OthersExpect

Talking about what others expect us to do
Explanation

InfoRight

One team member correctly explains game, incentives, etc. to the other team member

InfoWrong

One team member incorrectly explains game, incentives, etc. to the other team member
Misc.

NumberDirection

Just agreeing on a number or directions to move contributions without strategy/motivation
discussion

Idle

Irrelevant chatter only without strategy/motivation discussion

NoChat

No chat at all
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It is useful to look at examples of some chat categories. “ProSocial” is coded for explicit mentions
of motives such as fairness, kindness, or altruism. For example:
we can stick with 20 so we help the group out a little
“PrivOpt” represents expressing a perception of the incentives such that contribution is privately profitable, conflating the social optimum with the private optimum. For example, the following subject believes that contributing the maximum is more profitable than free-riding, holding
constant the other teams’ contributions:
We still benefit more if we put all in then none if they only put in their 40
“Coord” represents a perception that contribution is privately profitable conditional on others
contributing. For example, the following subjects do not understand why others choose to free ride
rather than conditionally cooperate:
A: Do people not get the fact that the more they put in the more everyone gets?
B: i know. it doesn’t make sense. if everyone did 80 we’d be rolling in it. but [I guess]
not
As another example, the following subject expresses frustration with being unable to communicate with other teams and a wish for an explicit coordination device:
i just want to say to the whole room and be like EVERYONE CHOOSE 80!!!
“AdjustUp” and “AdjustDown” by themselves could be interpreted in a number of ways, including reciprocity, imitation learning, or reinforcement learning. Combining either of these codes
with OthersPast suggests reciprocity or imitation learning, but it is very difficult to distinguish
between these two interpretations. Chats discussing changing the contribution choice toward
others’ contributions could be motivated in either way, for example:
Nice. I feel like one of the teams did all 80. Want to move it up to around 60?
As the name implies, “Anger” is coded when teams have a negative emotional reaction to past
outcomes. For example:
they are being buttheads. i wouldn’t say thats profanity!
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“Future” represents discussions of encouraging future cooperation and concern that present
free-riding might reduce the contributions of others in the future.12 The following is a clear example:
the more we put in the more others might catch on and generate more in the pool,
thus making us more
“Endgame” is coded for discussion of an anticipated change in own contribution or others’ contributions in or near the last period. Teams sometimes discussed such changes in advance, as in
the following example:
A: I have an idea for the last round
B: what’s that?
A: Not put anything in
B: Ya, that way it’s all profit?
A: Yep! They probably wont expect it
Discussions of endgame effects were more common near the last period, as in the following
example:
last two rounds. [Expletive] these other groups lets just keep all our tokens
“Selfish” is coded for explicit desire to maximize profit by free-riding, as in the following example:
The way I understand it is we want to put in low and hope that the other two groups
put in high
In contrast to the previous category, “Safety” is coded when low contributions are motivated by
concern that others will not contribute. For example:
Dude we should probably play it safe the first time just in case the other teams are
stingy
“GoBig” represents simply wanting to choose a big number for fun. We didn’t originally anticipate this category, but added it after reading chats from some of the early sessions. Phrases such
12

Minor points from the chat logs that were not coded very often are reported in appendices. For instance, a brief
discussion of “Reputation Milking”, defined as combination of “Selfish” and “Future”, is reported in the appendices.
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as “go big or go home” occur on multiple occasions, as do gambling references such as the following
example:

you sure you don’t just wanna go las vegas on this and go all 80?

Table VII reports the percentage of periods each chat category was coded and the percentage of
teams for which the chat category was ever coded. “ProSocial” was coded with a higher percentage
of periods and for more teams with Partners than Strangers, p-values = 0.004 and 0.014, respectively. However, based on our own reading, “Prosocial” chats largely did not focus on simple forms
of other-regarding preferences such as altruism or warm glow. Instead, the most common theme
was building a cooperative norm, overlapping with the “Future” category, such as in the following
example:

Let’s move up again. if we can build mutual trust with the other teams, we can keep
it high

Moreover, “Future” and “OthersFuture” had higher frequencies with Partners than Strangers,
“Future” p-values = 0.001 and 0.004, respectively; “OthersFuture” p-values = 0.047 and 0.013,
respectively. Despite opportunities for repeated play and reputations with Partners, frequencies
of “AdjustUp” and “AdjustDown” were not significantly different between matching mechanisms,
“AdjustUp” p-values = 0.154 and 0.201, respectively; “AdjustDown” p-values = 0.311 and 0.793, respectively. Also, “Endgame” frequencies were not significantly different between matching mechanisms, “Endgame” p-values = 0.241 and 0.215, respectively. While the majority of teams in the
Partners treatment anticipate endgame effects, Strangers mention this category almost as often.
“GoBig” frequencies were significantly higher with Strangers than Partners, “GoBig” p-values
= 0.047 and 0.013, respectively. In fact, “GoBig” was never coded with Partners. Finally, while a

high percentage of teams were coded as discussing “OthersPast” and “OthersFuture”, relatively
few teams were coded as discussing “OthersExpect” representing a more advanced level of reasoning. Kagel and McGee (2016) found subjects failed to discuss higher-level reasoning taking in
to account decisions of the other team in a repeated prisoner’s dilemma with teams.
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Table VII. Chat Code Statistics
Percentage of Periods

Percentage

Chat Category Coded

for which Chat Cate-

of

Teams

Chat Code

Strangers

Partners

gory Ever Coded
Strangers Partners

ProSocial

0.26%

2.02%**

3.92%

21.21%***

Guilt

0.39%

0.00%

5.88%

0.00%

Anger

3.92%

2.63%

25.49%

21.21%

GoBig

2.09%

0.00%**

25.49%

0.00%***

PrivOpt

1.31%

1.21%

17.65%

12.12%

Coord

4.84%

3.84%

39.22%

36.36%

Future

4.05%

13.13%***

37.25%

75.76%***

Endgame

4.58%

6.26%

45.10%

57.58%

Selfish

5.10%

6.46%

43.14%

45.45%

Safety

7.45%

5.45%

54.90%

45.45%

AdjustUp

7.58%

11.31%

58.82%

75.76%

AdjustDown

13.33%

16.97%

78.43%

75.76%

OthersPast

21.83%

28.48%

84.31%

84.85%

OthersFuture

14.90%

30.71%***

76.47%

87.88%

OthersExpect

0.13%

0.61%

1.96%

9.09%

InfoRight

2.75%

1.21%

27.45%

12.12%

InfoWrong

1.57%

0.61%

13.73%

6.06%

NumberDirection

29.41%

29.09%

82.35%

87.88%

Idle

5.75%

3.23%

39.22%

33.33%

NoChat

17.78%

13.33%

50.98%

48.48%

2

χ tests with clustering adjustment at the group level for Partners

and at the session level for Strangers (Rao and Scott 1981, 1984;
Sribney 1998). Under the null, there should be no difference in the
frequency of a category being coded across matching mechanisms.
Using 2-tailed tests, ***, **, and * indicate significance at the 1%,
5%, and 10% levels.

Result 2. Evidence of significantly more pro-social concern with Partners than Strangers suggests stronger support for Hypothesis 1 (Other-Regarding Preferences) with Partners. However,
even among Partners, less than one forth of all teams ever mentioned pro-social concern.
Result 3. Treating percentages in Strangers as baselines, evidence of significantly more discussion of “Future” and “OthersFuture” categories with Partners than Strangers provides strong
support for Hypothesis 6 (Future Concern).
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Result 4. In partial support of Hypothesis 8 (Backward Induction), a majority of Partners teams
anticipate endgame effects. While Strangers teams mention endgame effects somewhat less frequently, the difference is not significant.
Strategic Thinking Across Periods
It is useful to examine the dynamics of some chat codes over multiple periods to see when teams
discuss specific categories. Figure IV shows the frequency of discussion of concern for future
cooperation (“Future”) across all 15 periods of the experiment. For Partners, chat about future
concern remains around 10% for most periods, with one early spike (period 3) and one mid-game
spike (period 8), and dropping off in the last 2 periods. Discussion of future concern is less frequent
among Strangers, and occurs mostly in the first 7 periods.
Figure V shows the frequency of discussion of anticipated endgame effects across periods. For
both Partners and Strangers, most chats about endgame effects occur late in the game, with the
most frequent discussions in period 13 for Partners and 14 for Strangers.
Figure VI shows the frequency first mentions of anticipated endgame effects across periods.
Focusing on first mentions only allows us to see at what point in the game teams first begin to
realize that behavior may change in the final period. As with all mentions of endgame effects,
first mentions of endgame effects occur primarily late in the game. For Partners, 94.7% of all first
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Figure IV. “Future” chat across periods
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Figure V. “Endgame” chat across periods
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Figure VI. “Endgame” chat across periods, first mentions only
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mentions occur in period 10 or later, and for Strangers, 73.9%. It is interesting that first mentions
of endgame effects occur in period 10 or later less frequently for Strangers than Partners. However, first mentions of endgame effects occur in the final period more frequently among Strangers
(26.1% of all first mentions) than among Partners (5.3%).
Result 5. For both Partners and Strangers, the vast majority of mentions and first mentions of
endgame effects occur in period 10 or later.
Relating Chat Logs to Choices
Table VIII reports three multilevel panel regressions using the same random-effects structure as
the previous regressions in Table III. The independent variables in Models 1 and 2 are lagged
average cooperation of other teams in a group, time-trend variable, a dummy variable for the last
period, and dummy variables for relevant chat codes. For chat codes that suggest time-invariant
preferences for cooperation, the dummy variables equal one if the chat code was ever coded (“Selfish”, “Coord”, “PrivOpt”, “ProSocial, “Guilt”, and “Endgame”).13 For chat codes with shorter, contemporaneous impact on cooperation decisions, contemporaneous and one-period lagged dummy
variables were included. An interaction between “Endgame” and the last-period indicator was
included to capture a potential endgame effect. As the “GoBig” chat code is a product of empirical observation, only a contemporaneous dummy variable is included. In Model 3 that pools
both team treatments, there is a Strangers dummy variable.14 Finally, the other chat codes were
not included because there is no a priori expectation about how they would impact cooperation
decisions.
In each model, lagged average cooperation of others and the time trend of cooperation are significant and their coefficients have signs consistent with previous public goods experiments. In
each model, the coefficient for a team ever being coded as pro-social is positive and insignificant,
“ProSocial_Ever” Models 1-3 p-values = 0.376, 0.319 and 0.223, respectively. In each model, the
coefficient for a team ever being coded discussing the game as a coordination is positive and highly
significant, “Coord_Ever” Models 1-3 p-values = 0.002, 0.000 and 0.000, respectively. The coefficient for a team ever being coded discussing cooperation as always privately optimal is positive
in each model, and weakly significant for Partners, “PrivOpt_Ever” Models 1-3 p-values = 0.076,
13

“Guilt” was never coded for Partners and with such low frequency with Strangers that it was pooled with “Prosocial”
in the regression models.
14
Models with fixed effects were conducted as robustness checks for the multilevel random-effects Models 1 and 2. In
each robustness check, there were random effects at the team level. In addition, the model with Partners data had
fixed effects at independent group level. The model with Strangers data had fixed effects at the session level. The
results reported in Table VIII are similar to the results from the fixed-effects models.
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0.274 and 0.112, respectively. The insignificance of the pro-social code does not support otherregarding preferences as a motive for contribution. However, the results related to “Coord” and
“PrivOpt” provide mixed evidence of potential confusion or other-regarding preferences, as these
codes could be interpreted both ways. In Models 2 and 3, the coefficient for a team being coded as
increasing contributions “for the heck of it” is very large, positive, and significant, “GoBig” Models
2-3 p-values = 0.000, and 0.000, respectively. “GoBig” was never coded with Partners. Finally, in
Models 2 and 3, the coefficient for a team being coded as expressing explicit negative emotions in
response to low contributions by others is negative and significant, “Anger” Models 2-3 p-values
= 0.083, and 0.029, respectively.

Result 6. Contrary to Hypothesis 1 (Other-Regarding Preferences), there is a lack of direct evidence supporting other-regarding preferences as a significant motivation for cooperation decisions.
Result 7. There is evidence that perceiving a coordination game or (for Partners) perceiving contribution as privately optimal drives contribution.
In each model, the coefficient for a team ever being coded as selfish (intentional free-riding) is
negative and significant, “Selfish_Ever” Models 1-3 p-values = 0.009, 0.017 and 0.001, respectively.
The coefficient for a team being coded discussing lowering cooperation due to concern others will
not cooperate is negative in all models, but only weakly significant in the pooled model, “Safety”
Models 1-3 p-values = 0.249, 0.249 and 0.083, respectively. It appears that free-riding is largely
intentional, hoping that others will cooperate, and concern that others will free ride is of lesser
importance.
To further study the impact of free-riding, Table IX reports multilevel logit regressions using
the same random-effects structure and independent variables as the previous regressions in Table VIII. The dependent variable is an indicator of complete free-riding (coop=0).15 In all models,
larger lagged contributions by others lead to significantly lower frequencies of free-riding, “Lagged
Cooperation of Others” Models 7-9 p-values = 0.026, 0.038, and 0.001, respectively. As the experiment progressed, Strangers had significantly higher frequency of free-riding, but for Partners,
this trend narrowly failed to reach marginal significance, “Period” Models 7-9 p-value = 0.109,
0.011, and 0.003, respectively. For Partners, being coded as perceiving the game as a coordination
game leads to significantly lower frequency of free-riding, “Coord” Models 7-9 p-values = 0.005,
0.881, and 0.097. Similarly, Partners coded trying to encourage others to contribute more in the
15Similar multilevel logit regression models with full cooperation as the dependent variable are reported in the

appendices.
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future free-ride less frequently, “Future” Models 7 & 9 p-values = 0.032 and 0.007. When Partners are coded with explicit negative emotions in response to low contribution by others, Partners
have significantly higher frequency of free-riding, “Anger” Models 7-9 p-values = 0.052, 0.266, and
0.020. Moreover, Partners coded as lowering contribution out of concern that others will not contribute showed a weakly significantly higher frequency of free-riding, “Safety” Models 7-9 p-values
= 0.099, 0.494, and 0.154.

For Strangers, being coded discussing intentional free-riding in the hope that others contribute
leads to significantly higher frequency of free-riding, “Selfish_Ever” Models 7-9 p-values = 0.594,
0.004, and 0.008, respectively. Similarly, Strangers coded discussing contributing less because
others have done so or because of past payoffs leads to significantly higher frequency of freeriding, “AdjustDown” Models 7-9 p-values = 0.233, 0.003, and 0.058.
Result 8. There is evidence in favor of Hypothesis 3 (Free-Riding for Profit) for Strangers, and
somewhat weaker evidence supporting Hypothesis 4 (Free-Riding for Safety) among Partners.
For Strangers, being coded as ever anticipating a change in play in (or near) the last period
leads to weakly significantly lower free-riding, “Endgame_Ever” Models 7-9 p-values = 0.717,
0.066, and 0.184. However, for Partners and Strangers, particularly Partners, being coded anticipating a change of play in the last period leads to significantly higher frequency of free-riding
in the last period, “Endgame_Ever × Last” Models 7-9 p-values = 0.038, 0.085, and 0.004.
In Table VIII Models 2 and 3, the coefficient for anticipating a change in play near the last
period is negative and insignificant, “Endgame_Ever” Models 2-3 p-values = 0.512 and 0.576, respectively. The coefficient is slightly positive and insignificant in Model 1 with Partners only,
“Endgame_Ever” Model 1 p-values = 0.863. Further, in each model, the coefficient for the interaction of “Endgame_Ever” and “Last” is negative and insignificant, Models 1-3 p-values = 0.763,
0.471 and 0.337, respectively. Taken together with the previous results, it appears that there is
little endgame effect on overall cooperation, but there is an endgame effect in the frequency of
free-riding.

Result 9. In partial support of Hypothesis 8 (Backward Induction), there is an endgame effect
in the frequency of free riding, and many teams anticipate an endgame effect. However, there is
little evidence of an endgame effect on overall cooperation.
Result 10. In partial support of Hypothesis 7 (Reputation), there is a strong evidence of reputation building with Partners. However, there is mixed evidence on the exploitation of cooperative
reputations in later periods.
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Table VIII. Team Regressions with Chat Codes: Average Cooperation
Cooperation

First-Difference

Partners

Strangers

Pooled

Partners

Strangers

Pooled

Model 1

Model 2

Model 3

Model 4

Model 5

Model 6

Independent Variables

Coeff.

Coeff.

Coeff.

Coeff.

Coeff.

Coeff.

Constant

32.65***

39.04***

38.77***

0.57

-0.53

-0.43

(5.81)

(5.87)

(4.90)

(3.72)

(3.11)

(2.58)

Lagged Other Coop

0.25***

0.11***

0.15***

-0.04

0.02

-0.01

(0.06)

(0.04)

(0.03)

(0.05)

(0.04)

(0.03)

-6.82

-2.18

-3.62

-6.03

7.99*

3.18

(5.27)

(3.91)

(3.13)

(6.00)

(4.58)

(3.64)

-0.87***

-1.23***

-1.11***

-0.04

-0.08

-0.05

(0.25)

(0.21)

(0.16)

(0.27)

(0.24)

(0.18)

—-

—-

-0.99

—-

—-

0.34

Last
Period
Strangers

(1.35)

(5.51)
Selfish_Ever

-9.95***

Coord_Ever
PrivOpt_Ever
ProSocial_Guilt_Ever
AdjustUp
Lagged AdjustUp
AdjustDown
Lagged AdjustDown
Anger
Lagged Anger
Future
Lagged Future
Endgame_Ever
Endgame_Ever × Last
Safety
Lagged Safety
GoBig

-11.65**

-11.46***

-1.47

-2.21

-1.64

(3.79)

(4.89)

(3.41)

(2.14)

(1.78)

(1.34)

11.93***

21.61***

17.42***

0.14

-0.71

-0.01

(3.90)

(5.16)

(3.65)

(2.33)

(1.85)

(1.42)

10.06*

7.01

7.38

2.44

-2.04

-0.47

(5.67)

(6.41)

(4.64)

(3.49)

(2.39)

(1.89)

3.75

8.16

5.97

1.39

-1.95

-0.55

(4.23)

(8.19)

(4.90)

(2.53)

(2.93)

(1.88)

2.24

7.10***

5.06***

17.47***

23.67***

20.07***

(2.90)

(2.82)

(2.02)

(3.16)

(3.17)

(2.23)

2.52

3.52

3.00

1.14

-1.66

-0.50

(2.85)

(2.85)

(2.02)

(3.11)

(3.22)

(2.25)

-11.96***

-12.32***

-11.98***

-20.18***

-21.63***

-20.96***

(2.57)

(2.33)

(1.73)

(2.81)

(2.58)

(1.88)

-5.43**

-7.13***

-6.35***

5.38**

5.41**

5.23***

(2.53)

(2.26)

(1.68)

(2.78)

(2.50)

(1.84)

-7.49

-7.20*

-7.22**

-12.34**

-12.24***

-11.54***

(5.59)

(4.16)

(3.30)

(6.19)

(4.49)

(3.57)

-4.74

-4.91

-5.32

-3.37

4.64

1.73

(5.69)

(4.24)

(3.37)

(6.32)

(4.69)

(3.69)

13.94***

12.58***

13.08***

6.97**

7.12

6.79***

(2.78)

(3.85)

(2.27)

(3.01)

(4.36)

(2.51)

10.01***

5.60

8.64***

-0.95

-5.35

-1.95

(2.74)

(3.76)

(2.23)

(2.98)

(4.27)

(2.46)

0.69

-3.24

-1.92

-1.01

1.11

0.07

(3.98)

(4.94)

(3.43)

(2.35)

(1.85)

(1.40)

-2.02

-4.02

-4.05

-2.80

-11.20*

-8.60*

(6.60)

(5.58)

(4.22)

(7.51)

(6.52)

(4.89)

-4.35

-3.42

-4.17*

2.11

-2.26

-1.38

(4.14)

(2.97)

(2.40)

(4.56)

(3.29)

(2.65)

-1.52

-1.47

-1.65

5.89

2.62

3.59

(4.39)

(2.93)

(2.42)

(4.85)

(3.27)

(2.69)

—-

40.78***

41.18***

—-

42.51***

42.76***

(5.34)

(5.14)

(6.06)

(5.79)

Standard errors are in parentheses.
GoBig is omitted from Model 1 because it was never coded with Partners.
Multilevel models with Partners (Strangers) data have random effects for teams/individuals
and group (session).
Using 2-tailed tests, ***, **, and * indicate significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels.
Models 1 & 4: N=462; Models 2 & 5: N=714; Models 3 & 6: N=1176
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Table IX. Team Regressions with Chat Codes: Free-Riding
Free-Riding
Partners

Strangers

Model 7

Model 8

Pooled
Model 9

Independent Variables

Odds Ratio

Odds Ratio

Odds Ratio

Constant

0.15**

0.04**

0.07***

(0.14)

(0.03)

(0.04)

Lagged Other Coop

0.98**

0.98**

0.98***

(0.01)

(0.01)

(0.01)

Last

1.89

2.04

1.80

(1.48)

(1.29)

(0.88)

Period

1.09

1.11***

1.10***

(0.06)

(0.05)

(0.04)

Strangers

—-

—-

1.25

Selfish_Ever

1.30

7.72***

3.57***

(0.64)

(5.50)

(1.71)

Coord_Ever

0.17***

0.90

0.42*

(0.11)

(0.64)

(0.22)

PrivOpt_Ever

1.52

1.13

0.96

(1.36)

(0.99)

(0.64)

ProSocial_Guilt_Ever

1.11

1.44

1.41

(0.65)

(1.56)

(0.96)

AdjustUp

—-

—-

—-

Lagged AdjustUp

0.63

0.88

0.85

(0.46)

(0.46)

(0.35)

AdjustDown

0.52

3.11***

1.76*

(0.29)

(1.19)

(0.52)

Lagged AdjustDown

1.69

1.48

1.29

(0.89)

(0.62)

(0.42)

Anger

8.63**

2.31

3.99**

(9.55)

(1.74)

(2.37)

Lagged Anger

0.24

1.56

1.11

(0.45)

(1.27)

(0.77)

Future

0.07**

—-

0.05***

Lagged Future

0.51

0.74

0.41*

(0.33)

(0.73)

(0.22)

Endgame_Ever

1.21

0.27*

0.52

(0.63)

(0.19)

(0.26)

Endgame_Ever × Last

9.30**

5.01*

7.54***

(9.99)

(4.70)

(5.27)

3.29*

1.42

1.76

(2.38)

(0.72)

(0.69)

0.34

0.58

0.52

(0.29)

(0.37)

(0.27)

(0.59)

(0.09)

Safety
Lagged Safety

(0.06)

Standard errors are in parentheses.
GoBig is omitted from Model 1 because it was never coded with Partners. Also,
“AdjustUp”, “Future”, and “GoBig” are dropped in models when they predict
failure perfectly.
Multilevel models with Partners (Strangers) data have random effects for
teams/individuals and group (session).
Using 2-tailed tests, ***, **, and * indicate significance at the 1%,
5%, and 10% levels.
Model 1: N=406; Model 2: N=714; Model 3: N=1176
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In Table VIII, the coefficient for encouraging other teams to cooperate in the future is positive and highly significant, “Future” Models 1-3 p-values = 0.000, 0.001 and 0.000, respectively.
For Strangers, this result suggests teams were trying to boost cooperation in their session, or
avoid “poisoning the well,” realizing they may be randomly rematched with teams in later periods
and/or matched with teams who have been matched with teams they were matched with. However, the one-period lagged coefficient for discussing this category is significant only in models
with Partners data, “Lagged Future” Models 1-3 p-values = 0.000, 0.136 and 0.000, respectively.
Thus, attempts to encourage others to cooperate have a stronger correlation with a team’s own
cooperation with Partners.

Result 11. Supporting Hypothesis 6 (Future Concern), there is strong evidence supporting the
encouragement of future cooperation by others with Partners.
The nature of some chat categories suggests they are more likely to correlate with changes
in contribution rather than the level of contribution. Models 4-6 of Table VIII report multilevel
panel regressions with the first difference in cooperation decisions as the dependent variable. The
first difference in cooperation decisions is the difference between cooperation levels in period t and
period t-1. The independent variables in Models 4-6 are the same as those in Models 1-3. In Models 4-6, the coefficient for increasing cooperation because others have done so or because of past
payoffs is positive and highly significant, “AdjustUp” p-value = 0.000 in each model. Changing
contributions positively (negatively) in response to positive (negative) past outcomes or contributions of others could be interpreted as reciprocity, reinforcement learning, or imitation learning.
However, we find similar signs, sizes, and significance levels for this chat category for Partners
and Strangers, despite reciprocity appearing less salient as a motivation for Strangers. Thus,
while teams do adjust behavior in response to previous outcomes, we do not find strong support
for reciprocity as an explanation for this behavior.
In each of the first-difference panel Models 4-6, the coefficient for decreasing cooperation because others have done so or because of past payoffs is negative and highly significant, “AdjustDown” p-values = 0.000 in each model.16 Once again, we find coefficients of similar signs, sizes,
and significance levels for Partners and Strangers, suggesting that reinforcement or imitation
16Interestingly, the lagged coefficient for a team being coded decreasing cooperation because others have done so

or because of past payoffs is positive and significant, “Lagged AdjustDown” Models 4-6 p-values = 0.053, 0.030 and
0.005, respectively. Following a period when subjects are coded “AdjustDown” and decrease their relative cooperation,
it appears subjects recover some of their previous cooperativeness the following period.
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learning is a more plausible explanation than direct reciprocity.

Result 12. While teams do adjust behavior in response to past outcomes, there is little evidence
of direct reciprocity as a motive for this behavior, contrary to Hypotheses 9 (Positive Reciprocity)
and 10 (Negative Reciprocity).
Confusion in Team Chat Logs
Previous studies such as Andreoni (1995), Houser and Kurzban (2002), and Shapiro (2009) have
shown evidence that confusion plays a substantial role in public goods games, but the source(s)
of such confusion are not yet well understood. The chat codes assigned by research assistants
suggest some subjects may misunderstand the game in a variety of important ways. Subjects may
misperceive the incentives, believing that contribution is privately optimal, either unconditionally
or conditional on the contribution of others. Subjects may also perceive substantial repeated game
effects in the Strangers treatment, either due a rational concern about being randomly rematched
with the same group members, or due to misunderstanding the matching protocol.
To better understand the sources of confusion, we personally read the chat logs in their entirety.
While the main analysis has relied on the chat classifications of research assistants, we think it is
also useful to discuss our own reading, with the caveat that our preconceived hypotheses may bias
our interpretations. Despite such potential bias, we think it is useful as experimental economists
to gain an improved qualitative understanding of potential sources of confusion. Such an understanding may help design future experiments and interpret experimental results. Further,
while other studies use confusion as a residual explanation when behavior does not fit in other
categories, our design allows us to identify sources of confusion in team chat messages.
We are particularly interested in clear cases of confusion about the incentive structure of the
game. Chat logs indicating a belief that contribution is conditionally or unconditionally optimal
could be due to social preferences or to misperception of incentives. Thus we have tried to be conservative in interpreting particular chats as misunderstanding incentives, favoring cases where
team chats are focusing on profit rather than preferences. We find that 19% of teams indicate
confusion about the incentive structure of the game.
Another related form of confusion that we found in the chat logs is naive reinforcement learning. While the previous type of confusion indicates an incorrect understanding of the incentives in
the game, this type of confusion suggests that a team views the game as a black box rather than
thinking deeply about incentives. In such chats, teams indicate a decision to contribute because
they observed a positive contemporaneous correlation between their own past contributions and
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profits within the same period.17 We find that 15.5% of teams indicate naive reinforcement learning toward contribution.18 There is some overlap with the previous type of confusion, but overall
29.8% of teams indicate either direct misperception of the incentives or naive reinforcement toward contribution.
We also found a substantial number of teams using gambling terminology such as referring
to contributions as “bets.” This finding was unexpected, similar to the prevalence of “Go Big”
chat. While gambling-related framing of the public goods game is not necessarily indicative of
confusion, it does appear suggestive that subjects may view the group account as similar to a
slot machine where higher “bets” also increase potential rewards. In interpreting such chats, we
did not include idioms such as “best bet,” or the frequently-used phrase “all in,” which could be a
gambling reference or simply a literal reference to putting all tokens into the group account. We
find that 21.4% of teams used gambling terminology at least once in discussing the game.
Another source of potential confusion worth examining is misunderstanding the matching protocol. Among Partners, we do not find any indication of such misunderstanding. Among Strangers,
7.8% of teams indicate misunderstanding the matching protocol, typically suggesting a belief that
groups are fixed. Another 11.7% of Strangers teams indicate concern for the possibility of random
rematching with previous group members. This second type of repeated game concern among
Strangers is not due to confusion. However, it underscores the finding that some Strangers teams
do appear to be concerned about repeated game effects, either due to confusion about matching or
due to the chance of randomly meeting past group members in future periods.
Designers of future experiments may benefit from understanding these sources of potential
confusion.19 While we used standard public goods game instructions, including examples and
review questions, additional training of subjects may be useful to help them better understand the
incentive structure of the game. Review questions and payoff tables might be designed specifically
to address the sources of potential confusion identified in this experiment. Experimenters seeking
to eliminate repeated game effects while allowing multiple periods may need to provide additional
explanation of the matching protocol. It may also be necessary to increase the number of subjects
in the lab and/or reduce the number of periods, and if possible, use “Perfect Strangers” matching
where no subject faces any particular rival more than once. While further study is needed to
17

In addition to reinforcement toward contribution, there are also cases of chats indicating reinforcement toward
free-riding, but such chats are harder to distinguish from insight into the game, and we do not interpret these cases
as confusion.
18
These chat messages cannot be interpreted as signaling higher contribution to other teams because correlation
between own contributions and profits from signaling would not be contemporaneous. Increases to profits from this
type of signaling would occur at least one period after the signal. Further, such signaling would be associated with
discussions of other teams’ future actions (“Future”), which is not coded for these teams.
19
There were occasionally other idiosyncratic indications of confusion, such as misunderstanding how many periods
remained in the experiment (3.5% of teams).
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determine the best solutions, understanding these issues is an important step toward improving
the design of public goods experiments.
V D ISCUSSION
In this experiment, we compare contribution choices of individuals and two-person teams in
voluntary-contribution public goods games and examine the motives of teams by analyzing their
chat logs. For Partners and Strangers matching, we find similar overall cooperation among individuals and teams. However, initial cooperation is higher for teams than individuals and there are
stronger endgame effects among teams, with a stronger spike in free-riding in the final periods of
the experiment. Furthermore, there is some evidence that male subjects are less cooperative in
teams than individually.
Analysis of the chat logs indicates the primary drivers for cooperation are repeated game effects
and limited backward induction. Partners and Strangers differ substantially in the degree to
which they are forward-looking in their decisions. Partners discuss concern for future cooperation
more and discuss the future actions of others more than Strangers. Furthermore, the greater
frequency of pro-social chat among Partners appears to be related to this point, as discussed
above. Thus, while the contribution choices of Partners and Strangers are similar, their motives
for contributing differ.
The chat logs suggest teams were limited in their use of backward induction to anticipate
changes in play near the end of the game. Most of the anticipation of endgame effects that did
occur was in the final few periods. Such discussions did not have a strong effect on average
cooperation. However, discussion of endgame effects in the final period did increase the likelihood
teams would free ride, particularly with Strangers. Moreover, discussions of higher-order beliefs
necessary for backward induction are extremely rare.
We find surprisingly little direct evidence of pro-social motives for contribution. Discussions
of such other-regarding preferences are somewhat rare, especially among Strangers. We do find
more discussions of pro-social motives among Partners. However, based on our own reading of
these chats, the motive is frequently to create a cooperative norm within the group rather than
explicit altruism or reciprocity.
We find stronger evidence of misperception of the incentive structure of the game. Some teams
express a belief that contributing is privately profit-maximizing, conflating the social optimum
with the private optimum. However, the more prevalent perception is that of a coordination game:
contributing is privately profit-maximizing conditional on others contributing. It is possible that
such perceptions are in fact pro-social other-regarding preferences which transform the monetary
payoffs into utility payoffs with such incentive structures. However, we think confusion plays
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a large role, for two reasons. First, explicit discussion of such other-regarding preferences is
relatively rare. Second, based on our own reading of the chats coded for these misperceptions,
teams often appear to be discussing monetary profit rather than preferences.20 Moreover, we find
other features in the chat that suggest confusion of various types. Many chats use gambling
references and terminology such as referring to a contribution as a “bet.” Some teams display
confusion about the matching protocol.
Our results further suggest Partners and Strangers are similar in the degree to which they are
backward-looking in their decisions. They discuss past decisions of others similarly, and these discussions correlate similarly with their own contributions. There are a number of possible reasons
Strangers might behave like Partners in their response to previous outcomes. Behavior may be
driven by imitation or reinforcement learning, which is similar across treatments, as opposed to
reciprocal motives. Another possibility is indirect reciprocity for Strangers works in a similar way
to direct reciprocity for Partners. However, there is little indication of indirect reciprocity in the
chat data. It is also possible direct reciprocity plays a role for Strangers, combined with perceived
repeated game effects, either due to the chance of rematching randomly or confusion about the
matching protocol. While there is little direct mention of reciprocity (even for Partners), we do
find both types of perceived repeated game effects in the Strangers chat.
Our analysis of team chats are most directly relevant to contribution decisions made by groups.
However, we find team and individual contribution decisions are largely similar, and we believe
our chat analysis can also yield insight into individual contribution decisions as well as group decisions. Gaining insight into the underlying motives and thoughts processes of subjects in public
goods experiments, both experimental design and interpretation of results may be improved. An
interesting direction for future research is examining how confusion might be reduced by various
means including the wording of instructions, review questions, or payoff tables. Increasing incentives by using larger monetary stakes might also motivate subjects to think more deeply about
the experiment. Subject pool differences are also possible, with perhaps less confusion at highlyselective elite universities. Group size might also be important, as groups of two individuals show
lower levels of confusion than larger groups (Yamakawa et al., 2016).
Experience may also play an important role in strategic thinking and general understanding
of the experiment. Prior public goods experiments have found experienced individual subjects
decrease contributions on average compared to inexperienced subjects (Isaac et al., 1994; Zelmer,
2003), except when face-to-face communication with other individuals is allowed, in which case
contributions increase with experience (Cason and Khan, 1999). Kagel and McGee (2016) find
20

Of the teams coded “PrivOpt” by research assistants, we interpret 84.6% as indicating confusion in the form of
misperception of incentives or naive reinforcement toward contribution. Of the teams coded “Coord” by research
assistants, we interpret 40.6% as indicating such confusion.
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teams in the finitely-repeated prisoner’s dilemma are initially less cooperative than individuals,
but become cooperative with experience in subsequent supergames. Examining the role of experience in team contribution decisions to public goods is an interesting direction for future research.
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